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Passive Samplers in 2018: New Advances Lead to New Applications 

By Debbie Dietrich 

A 1973 article published by Palmes and Gunnison in the American Industrial Hygiene Journal (34:78-81) marked the 

introduction of passive sampling technology in industrial hygiene. By 1980, both 3M and DuPont had introduced passive 

samplers with charcoal-based sorbent for the collection of organic vapors. Since then, passive samplers have evolved in 

a manner that mirrors many advances in active samplers, expanding both their reliability and applications in industrial 

hygiene and environmental studies. 

 

Advances in Passive Sampler Reliability 

Early in passive sampler development, a sampling rate was largely determined mathematically using Fick’s First Law, 

which can be simplified as  

D x A/L,  

where 

D is the specific diffusion coefficient of each sampled gas or vapor  

A is the cross-sectional area of the diffusion path determined by each sampler’s defined geometry 

L is the length of the diffusion path determined by each sampler’s defined geometry 

 

To assess more reliably the overall accuracy and precision of passive samplers, several agencies, including NIOSH, 

published detailed validation protocols for passive samplers (1987) similar to those for active samplers. SKC’s founder, 

Dr. Lloyd V. Guild, took note of these validation protocols and began a validation program for SKC passive samplers in 

the 1990s. Program goals were to enhance sampling reliability and to provide users with documented evidence of 

accuracy. Today, that documentation is available online as SKC Passive Sampler Research Reports. Similarly, the U.S. 

OSHA Technical Center developed a testing protocol for passive samplers (1998) that allowed it to calculate the sampling 

and analytical error (SAE) that OSHA requires for compliance issues. Subsequently, OSHA began to evaluate the 

performance of passive samplers for the collection of designated compounds and publish validated passive methods. 
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This greatly expanded the application of passive samplers for compliance purposes by OSHA field inspectors and other 

industrial hygiene professionals.  

 

Advances in Sorbent-based Passive Samplers 

Similar to sorbent sample tubes, the first passive samplers employed charcoal-based sorbents to collect organic vapors. 

Over time, passive samplers were produced with specialty sorbents, including chemically treated sorbents, for target 

compounds such as: 

• Inorganic mercury 

• Ethylene oxide  

• Styrene 

• Hydrogen Cyanide 

New sorbent-based passive samplers have also emerged for ppb-level sampling 

for applications such as fenceline and ambient monitoring, as well as indoor air 

studies. As with some sorbent tubes, these passive tubes use thermal 

desorption to enhance measurement sensitivity. In 2015, the U.S. EPA released 

a new regulation that requires fenceline monitoring of benzene at petroleum 

refineries. For this application, EPA Method 325A specifies the use of passive 

stainless steel tubes packed with specialty sorbents such as Carbopack X or 

Anasorb GCB1. These tubes are placed inside a shelter for 14-day sampling 

periods.  

SKC also developed the ULTRA Passive Sampler, a badge-style sampler 

designed for low-level applications using thermal desorption. Given its larger 

diffusive area, ULTRA has a much higher sampling rate than passive stainless 

steel tubes; therefore, ULTRA is typically used for sample times up to 24 hours, 

while the passive tube is used for up to 14 days for ppb-level determinations.  

Other design modifications are also being used to allow for the measurement of 

low-level exposures. A sampler designed by Radiello uses a radial design with a 

360-degree sampling surface. The manufacturer reports that this design provides 

sampling rates at least three times higher than traditional samplers.  

Finally, SKC research chemists are currently developing a new concept in passive 

samplers. The MultiChek Samplers comprise three separate compartments that 

can hold sorbent. When all three compartments are loaded with the same sorbent, 

the sampler has a very high uptake rate. When each compartment is loaded with a 

different sorbent, one MultiChek Sampler can be used to collect multiple 

compounds. 

 

New Types of Passive Samplers 
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Recent years have brought further developments in passive samplers that use chemically treated paper tape for sample 

collection. Again, advances in this technology parallel advances in active sampling with chemically treated filters. SKC 

produces the UMEX Series of passive samplers that contain a paper tape, each type treated with a designated chemical 

for the collection of:  

• Formaldehyde and other aldehydes 

• Nitrogen dioxide 

• Sulfur dioxide 

• Ammonia 

SKC validations include sample times up to eight hours for industrial hygiene studies 

or 24 hours for indoor and ambient air studies. The nitrogen dioxide sampler, for 

example, has application for near-road monitoring in public health studies.  

Passive stainless steel canisters are also available to collect whole air samples. 

Canister users partner with a laboratory to evacuate, clean, and certify canisters prior 

to use. Canisters allow for low-level determinations such as those for near-road and 

ambient air studies.  

Direct-reading passive samplers have emerged to expand applications for passive samplers. These devices employ 

colorimetric technologies using a passive tube or badge. With passive color tubes, the length of a color band indicates 

concentration in ppm-hours; the user divides this by the number of hours sampled to determine ppm levels. With 

passive color badges, the intensity of a color change on the device correlates to a concentration level indicated on a 

color chart. Direct-reading passive samplers are an inexpensive survey tool and a good first step in a sampling program. 

The color badges are often used for escape purposes when working around highly toxic compounds such as phosgene.  

 

Summary 

If your working knowledge of passive samplers is limited to a charcoal badge from the 1980s, it’s time to take another 

look. Exciting new passive sampler technologies have emerged that expand not only the potential target compounds 

that can be collected but also the target concentrations and sample times. Agencies such as OSHA have stepped into the 

arena of passive sampler performance to provide validation protocols and fully validated methods using these devices. 

Manufacturers such as SKC have dedicated significant research money to develop a choice of samplers with different 

principles of operation and features to meet the requirements of industrial hygiene and environmental professionals.  

Debbie Dietrich, CIH, is Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing and corporate industrial hygienist at SKC Inc. She can be reached at 

ddietrich@skcinc.com.  

 


